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To all, whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM EXHALL 

TEMPEST BENNETT, engineer, of 21 Warwick. 
Road, Earl's Court, London, in the county of 
Middlesex, England, have invented a new or 
Improved Hand Continuous Self-inking Roll 
ing, Marking, or Impressing Machine, (for 
which I have obtained British Letters Patent. 
No. 20,799, dated December 27, 1889,) of which 
the following is a specification... 
My invention, which relates to a new orim 

proved hand continuous self-inking rolling, 
marking, or impressing machine, has for its 
object to print, mark, or impress letters, fig 

I5 ures, marks, lines, or any kind of devices on paper, parchment, clothor fabric, or surface. 
Thus it may be used, among other purposes, 
for printing handbills, tickets, coupons, for 
obliterating postage-labels, for marking, the 
names of places and dates thereon or on other 
papers or documents, for impressing fac 
simile signatures on letters, and other docu 
ments, for printing any number of words, let 
ters, figures, designs, drawings, or other marks 

25 ; in a particular order, and for ruling lines and 
spaces. 
The machine consists of an impressing 

roller carrying the types or designs to be 
printed and a roller for supplying ink to the 
said impressing-roller, an ink coataining 
chamber, from which the ink can be supplied 
to the inking-roller, as described, and a han 
dle by which the apparatus is held wie, in 
use, and which can also be used for ejeeting 
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the ink. iWill describe the apparatus with reference 
to the accompanying drawings, in which 

Figures and 2 are views at right angles to 
each other. Fig. 3 is a vertical section, Fig. 
4 is a transverse section on the line 12,...Fig. 
1. Fig. 5 is a part vertical section at Eight 
angles to the section, Fig. 3. Fig. 6 is a lon. 
gitudinal section of the impressing: roller: 
Figs, 7 and 8 are respectively a transyerse 
section and an end view thereof, and Fig. 9 
is a part end view opposite to that shown in 
Fig. 3. Fig.10 is a sectional detail view show 
ing the manner in which the piston is located 
or arranged within the reservoir, so as to be prevented from turning when the regulating 
screw is turned for pressing ink into the 
trough from the reservoir. 

The printing, marking, or impressing roller 
is marked Aarid the roller which. distrib 
utes the ink or other marking material onto 
the printing, marking, or impression roller 
is marked B. The body of the roller A; 
which may be of metal, wood, or other suit 
able material, is provided with slots, holes, 
or recesses a for the reception of the type or 
other printing, marking, or impressing pieces 
or devices b, as shown in Figs.1 and 3, the 
said pieces or devices being fixed in position 
by a ring a, pressed against the printing de 
vices by screws a in such a manner as to be 
capable of being removed and replaced by 
other pieces or devices when required. The 
printing or -marking roller A and inking 
roller B are mounted so as to revolve paral 
lel to and in close contact with each other in 
a frame C, provided with a handle D. The 
inking-roller may consist of a cylinder or 
roller of thin metal or other material covered 
with cloth, felt, rubber, or other suitable yield 
ing material b. Ink or other marking mate 
rial is supplied to the surfaces of the cover 
ing b” from a trough F, supplied with ink 
from a reservoir G in the stem of the handle 
D, the ink being transferred from the roller 
B onto the type or other marking devices 
carried by the roller A continuously when the 
machine is in use. The rollers A and B are 
geared together, as shown at c, so that when 
the roller A is rotated the roller B will re 
ceive a positive rotation by the gearing and 
ink the surface of the printing or marking 
devices. The part D of the handle, which 
may be of wood, is fitted to the stem c, (con 
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stituting the ink-reservoir.) so as to be capa-... 
ble of being rotated thereon, and is provided 
swith a block e, preferably of metal, having 
a hole or recess f to receive the square or 
equivalently-shaped end g of a screwed spin 
die h, which passes longitudinally, through 
the stem c' and has a bearing in a plate or 
bar in the top of the frame C. The part 
D of the handle is connected with the stem 
c by the collar o, which is in two or... more 
pieces or segments, and is fixed to the handle 
D by two or more screws p p. The collar is 
therefore removable at pleasure, and the res 
ervoir or chamber G may be cleaned as de 
sired. The block e is provided with a screw 
s, by which it is fixed to the handle D, and 
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is further held by the pinst t, that traverse 
th) handle D, and screws s at right angles to 
each other. , 
Fitted to slido up and down in the ink-res 

5 ervoir G is a piston E, provided with an inter 
nal screw-thread in which the screw h works, 
so that by turning the screw in one direction 
the piston (which is prevented from turning 
with the screw by any suitable means) will be 
caused to descend, and thereby force ink from 
the reservoir through the trough IF, formed 
in the upper part of the frame C, and through 
a slot or a number of minute holes or slots lin 
the bottom of the trough onto the covering 
of the inking- roller ls, and, conversely, by 
turning the handle I) in the opposite direc 
tion the piston E will ascend and the press 
ure on the ink or marking material be re 
lieved. The distance between the axles of 
the two rollers A and 13 can be regulated, as 
required, by means of screws in. 
A hole n is provided in the end of the 

trough F, through which hole the reservoir 
may be charged with marking material or 
the trough be cleaned out, the said hole being 
closed by a screw-plug when the machine is 
in use. 
The perforations l l may be provided with 

a covering or slide pierced with holes or slots 
corresponding to those in the bottom of the 
trough F, and arranged in such a manner that 
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when moved in one direction the slots or holes 
in it will coincitle with those in the bottom of 
the trough F, and thus allow the ink or mark 
ing material to escape onto the inking-roller 
13. With such an arrangement of covering or 
slide the piston E could be forced down by a 
spring instead of by hand, as described. 
To print or mark with this machine, all that 
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with ink or marking material is simply to roll 
or propel the roller A over and in contact with 
that part of the material to be marked orim 
pressed with the markers or devices carried 
by the roller, the number of impressions that 
can be obtained being limited only by the 
numbers of revolutions of the impressing 
roller. 

I claim 
1. In a hand printing or marking maclhine, Sc 

the combination of a rotating or movable 

is necessary after charging the reservoir G 

handle, a screw-spindle operated by said han 
dle, an ink-reservoir, a movable piston, a 
trough communicating with said reservoir and 
supplying ink to the inking-roller, the print 
ing and inking roller geared together so that 
when the printing-roller is moved by contact 
with the surface to be printed the inking 
roller will be caused to move or rotate, and 
means for adjusting or regulating the dis 
taunco between said rollers, substantially as 
shown, and for the purpose described. 

2. In a hand printing or marking machine, 
the combination of the rotating or movable 
handle, tho hollow stem thereof constituting 
an ink-reservoir, the block and collar detach 
ably connecting said handle and stem, a 
screw-spindle vertically operated by said 
handle, a movable piston, a detachable frame 
provided with a trough which communicates 
with the reservoir, and an inking and mark 
ing roller supported or held in said frame, 
substantially as described. 

5. In a hand printing or marking machine, 
the combination of the movable handle, the 
hollow stem constituting the ink-reservoir, 
the block and collar detachably connecting 
Said handle and stem, a screw-spindle work 
ing in the reservoir and operated by the han 
(lle, a movable piston, a detachable frame 
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connecting to the lower end of the stem and 
formed with a trough which communicates 
with the reservoir, an inking and printing 
roller supported in said frame, and means for 
adjusting the pressure of one of said rollers 
against or upon the other, substantially as de 
scribed. . 

4. In hand-printing machines, the combi 
nation of a printing-roller, an inking-roller, a 
handle provided with an ink-reservoir, and a 
piston operated by said handle to force ink 
from said reservoir onto the said inking-roller, 
substantially as described. 

. In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

WILLIAM EXHALL TEMPEST BENNETT, 
Witnesses: 

CHARLES ROBERT POPPLEWELL, 
JoHN SALISBURY LISTOR DoDsoN, 

Both of 27 Leadenhall St., London, Clerks, 
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